
 

Diablo 2 Single Player Maphack 1.13 Download Adobe is a DLL that allows you to cheat in Diablo 2, which this post will mainly be about. I'll cover the basics of what it does and how it does it, as well as some of the more advanced features such as scripts and hex editing. I'll also cover some helpful tools that come with D2SPMAPHACK and any other tips for working with this wonderful utility. 

1.13 Download Adobe

For the sake of simplicity, I'll just refer to this cheat as "D2SPMAPHACK". After you install Diablo 2, D2SPMAPHACK is automatically loaded by the game. If you don't want to install it, you can use the Cheat Search page to look for the cheat in your Diablo 2 installation directory.

First of all, let's go over how it works. After loading up Diablo 2 and inserting your character into the game world/level, D2SPMAPHACK hooks both "D2Main" and "D2loader", which are two windows that control loading and starting of Diablo 2 respectively. When starting a new game, D2SPMAPHACK will rescan your character and compare it to the information stored in the cheat (such as stats
and skills) and make any changes. If you load up a savegame that already exists on your character, then there is no need for this scan as it will just use whatever information is already stored.

D2SPMAPHACK has different sections which control different things as I'll explain below:

Stats Skills Arrays/Settings/Player Info/Different Types of Arrays (I'll explain these later)

Stats: This contains all of the values for the characters statistics such as Strength, Dexterity, Intelligence, and Magic. All of these values can be increased with points, and D2SPMAPHACK handles this rather well. If you choose to invest some points into dexterity you will notice that your speed will increase as well as your dexterity as the file contains an attribute that represents your total speed.

Another thing to note is that D2SPMAPHACK allows you to increase skills above level 99 (the default Max Skill Level) and up to 255. It doesn't matter what type of skill it is, including your character's attributes and resistances which can all be raised past their normal limits. An example of a maxed Resist Fire Skill would be:

Resist Fire: 255.000000 

Skills: This section contains all of the skills in the game, including your character's; weapons, items, and spells. If you've ever wondered how to get "The Reaper's Toll" (a sword with no level requirement), or how to get "Rain" (the Druid's spell), this is where you will find them. All of the stats listed at the bottom are editable; damage; mana cost; duration; and cooldown for spells, and damage range;
speed; life leech; etc. for weapons/items.
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